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Making Coffee for Grandma 

 

 

English translation: 

 

G: Grandmother N: Nafkote  C: Girl making coffee  L: Little girl 

 

G: The coffee is picked; it is washed; it is roasted. Roast it well! Roast it nicely. Stir it 

properly… Stir it properly so that it doesn’t smoke... This coffee has got a lot of specks in 

it. Why did you buy coffee that had so many, my child? Well? There are so many specks.  

 

N: Grandma, how many times a day do you drink coffee?  

 

G: I drink it three times a day.  

 

N: What are the benefits of coffee? 

 

G: What?   

 

C: It keeps sleep away.  

 

G: It lightens thoughts. It makes you feel good for the time being.  Hmm? 

 

G: What’s this? Oh thank you, thank you…Come here, dear. Come here, come.  

 

C: Come over here [to the boy]. 

 

G: Come over here [to the boy]. Little girl, over here.  

 

N: Grandma.  

 

G: Yes? 

 

N: What sort of equipment do you need to prepare coffee? 

 

G: First, the gas stove. Second, the pan. Third, the jebena.
1
 Fourth, the coffee cups.  

 

L: What about fifth? 

 

G: Well, the fifth is to drink it.  

 
 

 

 

                                                 
1
 a clay coffee pot 
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